
Weekly market wrap: September 21-28, 2021  
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$1.841 billion
total crypto market cap

Despite China’s 
crackdown on crypto 
and wild price 
fluctuations of the 
major assets, the 
market closed the 
week in the green. 

44.26%
Bitcoin dominance

$40,600
Lowest price of Bitcoin 
in the last 7 days



Top gainers of the week: September 21-28  

Explore more data on top gainers with Coin360.com

DeFi and NFT tokens 
represent most of the 
top gainers this week, 
with Luna, Axie
Infinity, Tezos and 
Fantom topping the 
performance list. 

Cardano. Solana, 
Cosmos and 
Avalanche are among 
the assets that 
gained the most in 
market cap.

Altcoins lead



Losers of the week: September 21-28  

Coin360.com

Unexpected 
victims

Huobi token posted 
significant losses this 
week, with almost a 
third of its value in 7 
days evaporating; 
Okex’s token followed 
a similar pattern, but 
with a more modest 
decline. 

Both Huobi and Okex
exchanges are under 
China’s crackdown on 
crypto. 
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Total Crypto Futures Open Interest, USD bln BTC Price, USD thousand

S&P’s Curse

After reaching a peak of $48 billion 
in crypto futures Open Interest on 
6th of September, volumes as well 
as leveraged positions on the 
crypto markets have been steadily 
declining signaling the cooling-off 
period in the markets. 

Last week brought another dump 
in futures positions with BTC going 
down 12% from 18th of September 
and S&P breaking the trend line 
(interestingly enough, 30-day MA 
correlation of S&P and BTC has 
reached 0.5 ahead of Fed meeting). 
Next week could bring another 
decline with markets watching 
bond yields closely.

Futures Open Interest
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Liquidations on CEXes
Longs Shorts

Longs pressure

Price decline across crypto assets 
triggered large long liquidations 
through last week.  

It is worth noting that liquidations 
exceeded $4 billion, and futures 
open interest dropped by more 
than $6 billion, denoting that the 
total stop-loss orders hit went 
beyond $2 billion.
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Top-5 Stablecoin Supply (in bln $)

Tether USD Circle Binance USD DAI HODLing strong

Stablecoin markets remained 
stable last week, despite the China 
crypto crackdown frenzy. 

Tether (USDT) is slowly but surely 
loosing ground to other ”big boys” –
Circle’s USDC (gaining more than 
$1.4 billion in supply) and Binance’s
BUSD (6% increase). 

With declining futures OI on major 
exchanges, stablecoin supply 
haven’t seen much change. Market 
sentiment is neutral for the time 
being, and we don’t expect the 
trend to change next week.
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BTC Futures Open Interest By Top Exchanges 

Binance Bitmex Bybit CME FTX Deribit
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DEX Spot Trading Volume
Uniswap Sushiswap Curve Balancer 0x Native
DODO Bancor Network Synthetix dYdX 1inch
Airswap Kyber Clipper Mooniswap Linkswap

From CEX to DEX

It seems like Chinese crackdown 
on crypto service providers has not 
affected decentralized exchanges, 
with volumes being stable during 
last week and a small spike on 20th

September to $4+ billion. 

More interestingly, amid all the 
uncertainty, decentralized 
exchange dYdX has experienced an 
unexpected surge in volumes,  
processing more trades than 
Coinbase ($4.3 billion* vs $3.7 
billion on 26th of September). 

*Including derivatives volume
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Primary And Secondary Sales Of NFTs
Primary Sales in mln $ Secondary Sales  in mln $

Standing still

Like a rock in the raging ocean of 
volatility, the NFT market had quite 
a peaceful week in terms of token 
sales volume. 

Sales fluctuated around $250 
million of daily sales, with the only 
peak at $304 million on Monday, 
September 27. 

Primary sales account only for 20% 
of the sales volume in USD, but for 
one third of all the transactions, 
which may suggest that the newly 
minted NFTs are seeing less 
demand from collectors and less 
liquidity than renowned tokens. 



Top NFT sales of the week: September 21-28, 2021  

Project

Last sale / first sale 
price ratio

Last sale price,
million USD

$2.937 $2.803 $2.786

$1.280
$1.075

Nonfungible.com

Token

SuperRare ArtBlocks ArtBlocks ArtBlocks CryptoPunks

x2,000 x27,000

All Time High 
in the City

Chromie Squiggle       
#4697

Chromie Squiggle 
#7583

Chromie Squiggle 
#2855

Punk #9513

x26,357 x12,000 x2,500

https://nonfungible.com/project/superrare/SUPR/11
https://nonfungible.com/project/artblocks/BLOCKS/4697
https://opensea.io/assets/0x059edd72cd353df5106d2b9cc5ab83a52287ac3a/7583
https://opensea.io/assets/0x059edd72cd353df5106d2b9cc5ab83a52287ac3a/2855
https://nonfungible.com/project/cryptopunks/%CF%BE/9513


News that make waves: September 21-28, 2021  

Major Bitcoin mining company 
Genesis Digital Assets has 
secured $431 million in funding 
round led by Paradigm. 

The new funds will help the 
company to expand its mining 
operations in the US and 
Nordics, with a goal of reaching 
1.4 gigawatts in mining capacity 
by 2023.

In July 2021, Genesis Digital 
Assets had closed a $125 
million equity funding round led 
by Kingsway Capital.

The Chinese government 
enforces its ban on all crypto-
related transactions. 

The People’s Bank of China is 
setting up a “coordination 
mechanism” with state agencies 
to prevent financial players 
from participating in any crypto 
transactions. 

The breakdown sent ripples 
across the industry, with major 
coins taking a short-term 
plunge amid toughened 
restrictions. 

Retail-trading platform 
Robinhood is rolling out a 
long-awaited digital wallet 
feature that enables users to 
send and receive crypto 
assets. 

The move may encourage 
more Robinhood users to use 
the app for crypto trading, as it 
will allow deposits or 
withdrawal in crypto.

Robinhood currently provides 
commission-free trading for 7 
assets, including BTC and ETH.

Twitter launched crypto tips for 
creators, alongside fiat tips. 

Twitter enables tipping in 
crypto through the Bitcoin 
Lightning Network, which sends 
payment using the Strike app, 
or by adding a BTC address 
directly to one’s profile.

Twitter team is also looking at 
NFTs as a potential 
engagement tool for the 
platform. 

The combined funding for the 
two tokenized sport collectibles 
projects firms tallies in at $930 
million, marking a significant bet 
on the sports token sector.

Dapper Labs announced a 
further $250 million in a funding 
round led by tech-focused 
hedge fund Coatue.

Sorare raised $680 million in 
Series B funding led by 
SoftBank. The funding round 
raised the valuation of the firm 
to $4.3 billion.

More news on Cointelegraph.com

Chinese regulators unite forces 
to crack down on crypto

Bitcoin miner Genesis 
Digital Assets raises $431M

Robinhood confirms crypto 
wallet feature on app 
starting in October

Twitter launches crypto 
tipping for all users

Sports-themed NFTs spark 
gold rush as projects raise 
$930M in a week


